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Greek life bucks
national trend
NATALIE TWITCHELL
The draw of Greek life on the Hill is increasing, as 30 more students submitted bids this year
compared to last year.
“It seemed like we had a lot more interest,”
Mark Morford, president of Delta Tau Delta
(Delts), said. “We had big showings at all our
rush events. A bit bigger number of interest
forms than we’ve had in recent years.” He believes the presence of Greek organizations on
campus provides many social opportunities that
aren’t readily available in Gambier and gives
rushees a sense of com2016 PLEDGE
munity.
CLASS INCREASES
The rise in Greek inWhile some schools terest at Kenyon comes
in the country have at a time when more
banned Greek orga- of its peer institutions
nizations, Kenyon
are banning fraterhas seen an uptick
nities and sororities
in the number of
from their campuses
students interested for good. In 2014, Amin pledging.
herst College joined
Williams, Middlebury,
Bowdoin, Colby and Alfred University in banning Greek life.
Greek life at Ohio colleges seems to be holding strong, however.
This year, at Denison College, around 200
women accepted bids from the five national sororities on campus, according to The Denisonian, Denison’s weekly newspaper. Like Kenyon,
Denison holds its rush week during the spring.
Other Ohio schools, such as Ohio Wesleyan
University, Oberlin College and The College of
Wooster also have Greek life on campus, despite
the trend of small, liberal arts schools banning
the institution.
Anthony Wilson, a first year who said he
originally had no intention of joining a Greek
organization, attended the last open rush week
event for Phi Kappa Tau (Phi Tau) “on a whim,”
and ultimately chose to pursue mem- page 3

Assistant Professors of Physics Madeline and Leslie Wade contributed to research that helped confirm Albert Einstein’s
theory of gravitational waves; the discovery was announced last Thursday. Photo by Sonia Prabhu

Making waves
by NATALIE TWITCHELL

W

hen a group of scientists announced on Feb. 11 that their group had detected
gravitational waves — supporting predictions Albert Einstein made in his
theory of general relativity just over a century ago — two Kenyon faculty
members were among them.
Assistant Professors of Physics Madeline and Leslie Wade joined over a thousand
scientists working at the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO)
that observed gravitational waves given off by a compact binary coalescence — the
technical term for two black holes merging — 1.3 billion years ago. This event, called
GW150914, is the first binary coalescence to be detected.
“To see how excited the world got about this was beyond, I think, any of our expectations,” Madeline said. Madeline joined the project while in graduate school at the A computer simulation of gravitational
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and has worked to develop methods for detecting waves LIGO Discovery Press Kit
astrophysical events that could emit gravitational waves.
She described general relativity as predicting that masses bend the fabric of space-time, and gravitational waves as ripples in that
surface that cause a slight change in distances between objects. For example, gravitational waves would alter the distance between the
Sun and Earth by the width of a human hair.
In an experiment, a beam of light was split into two, and bounced off mirrors. LIGO researchers theorized that, because the speed of
light is constant, these beams should reunite at the same point. The LIGO detector was set up so the branches of light would cancel each
other out if they recombined in such a manner, and emit no light. If one path was longer than the other due to gravitational page 3

Kenyon to go carbon-neutral
GRACE RICHARDS

President Sean Decatur pledged
to make Kenyon carbon-neutral.
Photo by Drew Meeker

Kenyon purple? More like Kenyon
green.
President Sean Decatur signed the
Second Nature Climate Leadership
Pledge, which commits Kenyon to
creating a plan for becoming carbon
neutral as soon as possible, at an event
in Peirce Pub on Tuesday.
Second Nature, the organization
formed by the union of the American College & University Presidents’
Climate Commitment (ACUPCC)
and the Alliance for Resilient Campuses (ARC), defines carbon neutrality as having “net-zero greenhouse gas
emissions.”
According to Laura Langner ’16,
an intern in the Office of Green Initiatives, the office will inventory all
aspects of Kenyon’s energy usage, including water and electricity usage in

dorms, students flying to and from
campus and the choice of building
materials for future Kenyon buildings.
Information gathered from this
study over the next two years will
be used to create a plan spearheaded
by Green Initiatives Director Dave
Heithaus ’99 with concrete steps toward achieving carbon neutrality on
campus.
The pledge to reach carbon neutrality comes largely as a result of student efforts. Last year, Environmental
Campus Organization (ECO) members Matt Meyers ’17, Sarah Oleisky
’16 and Lauren Johnstone ’15 undertook an independent study to explore
the potential for enacting carbon neutrality at Kenyon, with the aim of presenting their work to Decatur and the
Board of Trustees. page 4

Search on for new dean

After 7 years, Toutain steps down
GABE BRISON-TREZISE
After Hank Toutain’s decision to
retire this spring after seven years
at Kenyon, the College finalized on
Wednesday its search committee for
a new dean of students, to be chaired
by Professor of History Jeff Bowman.
The formation of the search committee confirms the College’s intention to enshrine the dean of students
as the second-in-command to Meredith Harper Bonham ’92, whom the
College appointed to the newly-created post of vice president for student
affairs in January 2015.
To assist with the search, the
College has hired the Boston-based
recruiting firm Isaacson, Miller,
representatives of which will be on
campus next Wednesday to confer

with search committee members.
Bonham said she would schedule
a lunch for student leaders to meet
with the consultants.
Bonham hopes to bring finalists
for the position to campus in May
and have a new dean installed by July.
The College will be financing
the search from its annual operating contingency fund, which usually
contains $500,000 to $1 million, according to Todd Burson, vice president for finance. Bonham said she
did not think it would be appropriate
to share how much the College was
paying for the search.
Toutain said family concerns, including a desire to spend more time
visiting his two grown children,
contributed to his decision to retire.
However, he has no im- page 3
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LBIS: free student printing presents cost, waste
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
Though no changes have
yet been put to paper, Kenyon students may soon find
themselves completing their
schoolwork under a new
printing regime.
At
Student
Council’s
weekly meeting on Sunday,
Ron Griggs, vice president
for Library and Information
Services (LBIS), said that,
though usage of printing paper has decreased over the
past year, it remains high.
In November and December 2014, LBIS installed new
printers that operate on a
server requiring students to
sign in with K-Cards to print,
a move intended to reduce
print waste.

The number of pages
printed at the library has decreased by 14 percent, but
Griggs estimated the College still uses the equivalent
of about 90 trees per semester, according to the Student
Council minutes.
Griggs presented the findings of an internal analysis
conducted by LBIS, in which
the researchers found that
students use an average of
$26 worth of printer paper
per semester, or 1600 pages.
The probe also found that
seniors tend to print the most
number of pages.
The library’s administration is now considering how
other colleges manage the
use of printer paper on their
campuses, which may ulti-

“

mately lead to a decision
about whether to implement a quota system for
We now have two semesters of very detailed
printing to help contain
information. ... The data shows just how
usage, though LBIS has not
much students (and the Kenyon community) print.
yet reached a concrete decision.
Ron Griggs, vice president of LBIS
“We now have two semesters of very detailed
information about printing that we’ve never had
will soon be enacted.
Sustainability Council, with
before,” Griggs wrote in an
“There are no plans to en- the Senior Staff, and with the
email to the Collegian.
act a quota on student print- faculty,” Griggs wrote. “More
“The data shows just how ing,” Helpline Manager Bran- thought is needed before we
much students (and the Ke- don Warga wrote in an email jump to any immediate policy
nyon community as a whole) to the Collegian.
change.”
print.”
“I hope the notes from this
Even so, Griggs wrote
Griggs added that LBIS conversation weren’t misin- that the current printer netwill continue to collect data.
terpreted to suggest that a work would allow for an easy
Griggs and Helpline Man- print quota at Kenyon is im- transition to a quota system
ager Brandon Warga, how- minent.”
that could charge student acever, caution students against
“I’ve shared this data with counts when students exceed
believing that quotas or fees Student Council, with the their printing limit.

Village Record
Feb. 10 - Feb. 14

Feb. 10, 10:35 p.m. — Students did not comply with opening door during safety check in McBride Residence Hall.
Feb. 11, 6:01 a.m. — College received notice of copyright infringement by student downloading unauthorized material from Internet in Mather Residence Hall.
Feb. 11, 12:20 p.m. — Staff member reported damage to restroom in McBride.
Feb. 11, 1:10 p.m. — Staff member reported damage to vehicle in Ascension Hall parking lot.
Feb. 12, 4:10 p.m. — Student wallet turned into Campus Safety. Found to have false identification. False ID confiscated.
Feb. 12, 10:30 p.m. — Broken drawer found in the McBride breezeway.
Feb. 12, 11 p.m. — Phallic image drawn in snow on the lawn in front of Mather.
Feb. 13, 2:06 a.m. — Table damaged with two broken legs in Gund Residence Hall.
Feb. 13, 2:16 a.m. — Flyers vandalized with inappropriate verbiage in Leonard Residence Hall.
Flyers taken down and discarded.
Feb. 13, 2:21 a.m. — Fire alarm sounded in Leonard Hall. Student thought to have manually
activated it accidentally.
Feb. 13, 5:30 a.m. — Intoxicated student. Assisted to Gund Residence Hall. No other action
required.
Feb. 13, 6:15 a.m. — Overturned tables, chairs and trash cans found in Gund Commons.
Feb. 13, 9:24 a.m. — Staff member reported damage to restroom in McBride. Christmas ornaments and trash in hallway.
Feb. 13, 6:54 p.m. — Student did not follow motor vehicle rules and regulations at North
Campus Apartments (NCAs).
Feb. 13, 10:14 p.m. — Student interfered with Safety officer duties at PEEPs and WKCO’s
party at Old Kenyon.
Feb. 13, 10:14 p.m. — Underage student found with alcohol at PEEPs and WKCO’s party at
Old Kenyon. Escorted out of party.
Feb. 14, 12:50 a.m. — Fire alarm sounded from pull station activation at Old Kenyon. Building checked. Alarm reset.
Feb. 14, 12:57 a.m. — Intoxicated student reported. Safety responded. Transported student to
Manning Hall.
Feb. 14, 10:29 a.m. — Student did not follow motor vehicle rules and regulations in New
Apartments.
Feb. 14, 12:32 p.m. — Student residence door and entryway covered with dried substance and
pieces of paper towel.
Feb. 14, 5 p.m. — Student did not follow motor vehicle rules and regulations at NCAs.
Feb. 14, 5:25 p.m. — The College Township Fire Department responded to call regarding a
student with allergic reaction in Ascension. Student treated on-site.

Durham to deliver baccalaureate
RACHEL MITCHELL
Mike Durham, substance abuse educator and counselor, will be this year’s
Baccalaureate speaker.
Trevor Kirby ’16, president of the
Senior Class Committee, made the announcement on Friday at Fandango,
an annual event marking 100 days until graduation, and historically the
moment for revealing the name of the
speaker selected by the senior class.
The baccalaureate address will take
place Friday, May 21, the day before the
Commencement ceremony. The baccalaureate speaker is chosen from the
College’s faculty and administrators to
give a sermon on behalf of the graduating class.
Durham, who joined Kenyon’s staff
in 2006, is involved in many aspects of
student wellness, including alcohol and
drug abuse education, intervention and
party training.
“I am both honored and humbled by
this kind and meaningful act,” Durham
wrote of his selection in an email to the
Collegian. “This is the greatest honor
that I could ever receive. I am so proud
of you all and proud to be asked to share
in your graduation.”
In a statement released via StudentInfo email on Tuesday, the Senior Class
Committee spoke warmly of Durham
and the many roles he fills at Kenyon.
“He is truly beloved for his impact on
student lives,” the committee wrote.
Peter Hardy ’16 said he considers

Mike Durham Photo by Kristen Huffman

Durham to be the figure that has made
the single greatest impact on his Kenyon experience.
“Kenyon would not be the same without Mike for so many people and we are
lucky to have him speak,” Hardy wrote
in a text message to the Collegian.
Prior to joining Kenyon’s counseling
staff, Durham worked as a clinical director and site manager for both inpatient and outpatient programs. He is a
licensed social worker and independent
chemical dependency counselor, as well
as an internationally certified clinical
supervisor.
Durham graduated from Bowling
Green State University in 1990 with
a bachelor of science degree in social
work.
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Forum seeks better campus communication
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
After the decision to move the
Sendoff date to May 6, and the subsequent retraction of that decision,
campus communication has become
a topic of conversation among the
general student body, Student Council and the administration.
Communication between students and the administration was
the theme of a forum, sponsored by
Student Council and President Sean
Decatur, held Sunday afternoon in
Peirce Pub.
Ideas presented by students focused on introducing themselves to
administrators personally and making administrators more visible to
the student body. Proposals included
introducing first years to administrators during orientation and having
online forums for announcements
and student commentary.
Student Council’s emails advertising the forum also announced the
upcoming elections for a “Working
Group,” composed of eight students,
which will be responsible for making
policy recommendations to Decatur
by April 15.
The group will meet weekly and
present ideas to Decatur by the middle of April. Seventeen students are
on the ballot and elections are being run concurrently with Student
Council elections this week. The ballot has been sent out via email and is
available on OrgSync.
After a brief introduction by Decatur, Carrie Knell, the College’s ombudsperson, took over as a mediator

and opened the forum up for comments from the approximately 20
students and 16 administrators present.
Concerns raised throughout the
forum were largely about how better
to foster communication between the
administration and the student body.
“I think that the suggestions that
came out of those conversations
based on what was shared at the
end will be immensely helpful to the
working group that Student Council
is putting together,” Meredith Harper
Bonham ’92, vice president for student affairs, said Tuesday.
Phoebe Roe ’16, Dean of Students Hank Toutain, Ron Griggs, vice
While students had packed a Feb.
president for LBIS, and Sam Troper ’18 Photo by Henri Gendreau
2 Student Council meeting to discuss
the Sendoff changes, Junior Class that the decision was made without it look like, how is information shared
President Sam Clougher expressed consulting the student body. During and when is it shared?” And second,
his disappointment that more peo- the forum Roe, along with others, “Imagine you are part of a college
ple, specifically those who are not including administrators, raised the community where you are included
affiliated with the Council, were not point that students have the ability in daily decision-making that affects
at Sunday’s meeting. This concern to meet with administrators, but this the college. How is your voice heard/
was countered by Henry Burbank isn’t an opportunity many take be- what decisions are you a part of?”
’16, who said he cares about issues cause they are either intimidated by
Decatur, speaking at the end of
affecting the campus but, like other the prospect of approaching them or the forum, said the information genstudents, does not have the time be- not aware of how willing administra- erated is not the end of the convertween schoolwork and extracurricu- tors would be to speak with students. sation and that he looks forward to
lars to attend every event.
Roe said she would like to see seeing the proposals of the working
In an interview on Wednesday, steps toward “normalizing commu- group.
Phoebe Roe ’16, Student Council nication between administrators and
On Monday, Student Council sent
president, said she would have liked non-Student Council students.”
out a recap of the event and a remindto see more people present, but overThough administrators mostly er to vote for the Working Group via
all was pleased with the turnout stayed on the sidelines, many partici- a Student-Info email.
given that the event coincided with pated in the second half of the forum,
Molly Cox ’19, a member of First
Valentine’s Day and was the first of which involved attendees breaking Year Council, thought the meeting
its kind.
off into small groups to discuss two was an important step in improving
Roe said that though Sendoff has questions about communication. communication.
been a popular topic on campus, stu- First, “Imagine you are a member of
“This is the attempt towards
dents have seemed concerned not just a college community that has open, transparency that Kenyon has been
about the concert, but about the fact transparent conversation. What does moaning about,” Cox said.
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Einstein
prediction
realized
Continued from Page 1

waves, the waves would not return to
the original point at the same time,
and light would appear.
Madeline compared the importance of the discovery to Galileo’s
first visible light telescope, because
it will allow scientists to see gravitational waves, which previously were
beyond the reach of observation.
Scientists had already seen indirect
evidence of gravitational waves, but
Leslie said this discovery heralded
the start of a new field: gravitational
wave physics.
The discovery may also help scientists better understand how black
holes form.
“We had estimates for how often
we thought black holes might merge,
but it was based on limited data,”
Leslie said. “Until you start measuring things, you have no idea how
close your theory is.”
Leslie said the next step will be
a long-term search for gravitational
waves that will likely open “a new
window on our universe.” The Professors Wade are hoping to involve
Kenyon in a team called Arecibo
Remote Command Center (ARCC)
that will allow undergraduates to
look for a different frequency of
gravitational waves by studying regular radio emissions from pulsars.

Decatur lauds retiring Kenyon Greeks boost 2016 pledge class
dean of students
Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

mediate plans to relocate.
“I want to support his decision,”
Bonham said of Toutain’s retirement, “but I admit to some trepidation at the prospect of doing my job
without him as a partner.”
Bonham said the delineation between her role overseeing large strategic initiatives and budgeting and
that of the dean of students, which
involves handling individual student
matters, works well.
President Sean Decatur said
Toutain saw his role as “helping to
guide and support students to their
own responsible decision-making, as
opposed to someone who just brings
down the law on students.”
“That I think is exactly my ideal
of what a dean of students should
be,” Decatur said.
Bowman said “an eagerness to
be useful” compelled him to accept
Bonham’s offer to chair the 11-person search committee, which includes four students: two chosen
by Student Council, one by Greek
Council and one by Chris Kennerly,
director of diversity, equity and inclusion.
Prior to coming to Kenyon,
Toutain spent two decades as dean of
students at Gustavus Adolphus Col-

Dean of Students Hank Toutain
Courtesy of the Office of
Communications

lege, in St. Peter, Minn., where, early
in his tenure, a tornado tore through
campus. “My office was destroyed,”
he recalled. “I had a clipboard and
a hard hat and a walkie-talkie, and
that was my office.”
Trying to get by in the aftermath
of the tornado taught Toutain a lesson: “People tend to become more of
who they are when they’re put under
pressure.”
Toutain cited enhancing the Career Development Office, facilitating
the construction of the North Campus Apartments and moving the
Health and Counseling Center to a
new “state-of-the-art” building as
some of his proudest achievements
at Kenyon.

bership within the group.
“The way frat life was presented to me before college was
scary to me,” Wilsonsaid. “Super ‘bro-focused.’”
When Wilson accepted a
bid from Phi Kappa Tau on
Feb. 5, he was not alone; 176
students accepted bids from
Greek organizations this year,
compared to 146 last year. The
number of students who registered for rush also increased
greatly this year to 254, up
from 214 and 226 in 2015 and
2014, respectively, though
rushees for Peeps O’Kenyon
counted toward the 2014 number before PEEPS left Greek
Council in 2014. About a
quarter of all Kenyon students
are involved in Greek life.
Kenny Viel ’17, president of
Alpha Sigma Tau, believes part
of the recruitment draw is the
diversity of Greek life on campus, which connects Greeks to
other student groups.
“It’s not just our only entity,” Viel said. “We’re part
of different clubs, and we
meet so many people through
these clubs, and so they’ve become interested in Greek life
through the people that they

Delta Tau Delta held a steak dinner for its rushees at the Delt Lodge
on Jan. 31. Photo by Drew Meeker

meet in different clubs.”
Greek life at Kenyon is also
increasingly national: within
the past two years, Phi Kappa
Tau became the last of Kenyon’s six fraternities to affiliate with a national organization and Alpha Sigma Tau
became the school’s first national sorority.
Phi Tau president Matthew
Christopher ’17 also believes
this year’s rush was better
planned and advertised than
prior years’.
“This year’s Greek Council did a much better job with

marketing and promotion
and pushing folks to register
or gather more information,”
said Laura Kane, director of
student activities and Greek
life. Kane said this may have
caused part of the uptick in
Greek enrollment.
Kane suggested beginning the period for registration sooner than in past years,
and events like the open house
held by sororities on campus,
may have also contributed
to greater outreach from the
Greeks to the wider Kenyon
community.
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Portman bemoans drug epidemic
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
Twenty to 25 people die of drug
overdoses in Ohio every week.
This was just one of the statistics U.S. Senator Rob Portman cited during his Common Hour talk
on Tuesday in the Bolton Theater.
The senator spoke about the
problems presented by heroin and
prescription drugs in Ohio and
around the country and the relationship between drugs and human trafficking.
Portman, brought to campus
by Student Lectureships and the
Center for the Study of American
Democracy (CSAD), helped author the Comprehensive Care and
Recovery Act of 2015 (CARA).
The bill, which calls the recent
spike in heroin and prescription
drug abuse an “epidemic,” includes proposals for educating
people about the dangers of drug
abuse and focuses on treatment.
It was proposed to the Senate last
February and previously in 2014.
The bill is currently in committee.
Portman, who is from Cincinnati, knows Gambier well; his
brother, William ’77, and several
friends from high school went to
Kenyon. In addition, his mother,
Joan H’89, served on the Board of
Trustees from 1975 to 1989.

Before getting on to his main
topic, Portman reflected on Gambier, and even began to ask President Sean Decatur what was happening to the “Kenyon Grill,” an
apparent reference to the Gambier Grill, which the College recently announced would close by
mid-summer. He quickly moved
on, saying, “I shouldn’t talk about
that right?”
Portman explained that fire
and ambulance departments
across the state — and especially in rural communities such as
those in Knox County — are now
primarily responding to calls related to drug abuse.
In his speech, Portman acknowledged advocating treatment and rehabilitation for drug
addicts is not common among
conservative Republican politicians. “I don’t think we should
lock up people for drugs because
I don’t think it works,” he said,
though he did mention he does
not support drug legalization and
supports incarceration as a means
to keep people dedicated to rehabilitation.
Josh McClain ’19 said he was
glad to hear a Republican senator
approach drug addiction from the
standpoint of rehabilitation rather than incarceration.

Kenyon commits
to cutting carbon
Continued from Page 1

“I’m excited to see how it
moves forward,” Johnstone
said. “It’s a big step for Kenyon.”
At the signing, Decatur
thanked the students, especially Johnstone, for their initiative in starting the project.
Decatur highlighted increased
sustainability as important to
Kenyon’s mission as a liberal
arts institution and its leadership in the local and global
community. More than 300
other colleges and universities
have signed the pledge.
“It’s part of the educational process here to think about
how our own lives, our own actions, are incredibly linked to
the folks around us,” Decatur
said at the event.
Some steps toward making
the Kenyon campus more environmentally friendly are already underway.
On Feb. 17, the Office of
Green Initiatives launched a
three-month green challenge
called “Green Rooms and
Green Lifestyles,” which challenges students and faculty to
take steps to reduce their carbon footprints by filling out a
brief survey about their ecofriendly habits. The challenge

encourages participants to
make small lifestyle changes,
including walking rather than
driving and taking shorter
showers.
“One of the main things that
we’re focusing on is really increasing personal responsibility,” Langner said. “People will
be thinking about the impact
they have and making environmentally conscious decisions.”
Other goals for the Office
of Green Initiatives under the
new pledge include making the
new library LEED-platinumcertified, the highest level of
sustainability attainable by
current standards, according
to Langner. LEED, or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, provides an
internationally recognized rating of building sustainability
based on water efficiency, air
quality, waste management,
availability of recycling and
amount of pollution produced
by construction, among other
factors.
The Office of Green Initiatives will continue to encourage students to take individual responsibility and work to
make recycling more widely
available on campus, while
planning for a carbon-neutral
future.

“I was impressed by how he
approached the issue,” McClain
said. “I think his views were nuanced and I thought he was pretty
fair.”
Human trafficking is also a
policy focus of Portman’s. He is
the founder of the U.S. Senate
Caucus to End Human Trafficking and last year proposed three
anti-human trafficking bills that
the Senate passed.
Portman spoke about how
drug abuse and human trafficking
can be linked, with traffickers often using drugs to pay and control
their victims. The anti-trafficking
work Portman has done has in
part focused on the Internet as an
efficient way for traffickers to operate.
After finishing his speech,
Portman sat on stage with Katie
Knowlton ’16, co-president of Student Lectureships and a former
intern for Portman, and answered
questions audience members had
written on notecards and handed
in during the speech.
Portman responded to questions on the importance of prevention and drug treatment and
spoke about how much people
can influence those around them,
citing cigarette smoking as an example of how public campaigns

Ohio senator discusses his new
bill to curb drug abuse

Portman joined the Senate in 2011. Photo by Gabe Brison-Trezise

designed to shun bad behavior
can largely reduce such behaviors.
Kenyon College Democrats issued a statement in response to
the speech on its Facebook page,
thanking the senator for his visit and his work on drug rehabilitation, but reminding their
audience that Portman has cut
funding for drug rehabilitation
through CARA (but did not cite a
source for this information). The

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Kenyon Dems also challenged the
senator on his “regressive agenda”
regarding equal pay for women,
student debt and gun control.
Portman is serving his first
term in the U.S. Senate, having
previously served 12 years in the
House of Representatives. He is
up for reelection this year and
faces a probable general-election
opponent in former Democratic
Ohio governor Ted Strickland.
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Mount Vernon native reflects on her time at Kenyon
99-year-old Katherine Garzieri saw change come to the College from the 1950s on
HANNAH LEE LEIDY

riage.
“Not that I’d ever use it or
Between working with ad- remember any of it,” Garzieri
ministrators, taking class- said of the Spanish class. “I
es and enjoying long strolls just wanted to take something
around the campus, Katherine different.”
Garzieri fondly remembers
Garzieri saw the College
her time at Kenyon.
undergo vast transformations
Garzieri possesses a caring during her time here, includand gooding the stunatured dedent populameanor,
tion’s switch
As his assistant,
and she was
allyou do the things from
an asset to
male to cothe Kenyon that he doesn’t want to do.
educational.
You do all the details, and
community
Women were
until her re- he gets the big bucks.
admitted in
tirement.
1969 to the
Garzieri
Coordinate
Katherine Garzieri
worked as
College for
secretary
Women, but
to the vice
graduated
president
as
Kenyon
for finance at Kenyon, Samu- students in 1973. Garzieri reel Lord, starting in 1958 un- called some of the administratil 1976, when she became his tors’ reluctance about the Colassistant. She was in this po- lege becoming coeducational
sition until the early 1980s. because it had been all-male
“As his assistant, you do the for such a long period of time.
things that he doesn’t want to It surprised Garzieri to learn
do,” she said. “You do all the that Kenyon now has more fedetails, and he gets the big male students than male.
bucks.”
Garzieri was born in Mount
In her spare time during Vernon in 1916. She attended
workdays, Garzieri liked to Ohio University in Athens,
walk around campus, enjoy- where she earned a bachelors
ing the bucolic setting. She of science in education. “I
also took a couple classes at was working a lot of my way
the College: Spanish and a through college,” recalled
class for women about mar- Garzieri. “I didn’t have much
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Answer
Author J.K. Rowling announced an eighth Harry Potter
story in the form of a
she would be releasing what
play
this summer?

time for socializing.”
Before she started working
at Kenyon, Garzieri taught in
Mount Vernon. Her time as a
teacher was brief.
“I found that the students
were kind of smart-alecky,
and I just wasn’t as happy as I
thought I would be,” Garzieri
said.
Garzieri’s favorite high
school teacher, Paul Muse, a
Kenyon graduate, drove her
toward Kenyon.
Unlike some other women at the time, Garzieri knew
how to take shorthand, a system of rapid handwriting that
abbreviates words and characters from spoken communication, and had taken a few business classes. This gave her an
advantage when she applied to
be the secretary for Kenyon’s
vice president for finance,
which she maintained during
her entire time at Kenyon.
Aside from her time in
Athens, Garzieri has lived
her whole life in Mount Vernon. Her two sons, Joseph and
Gregory Garzieri, also live in
the area, and Garzieri sees
them often.
She has lived in the Ohio
Eastern Star Home for four
or five years and has enjoyed
her time there, saying, “If you
can’t be in your own home, it’s
the best place to be.”

Former Kenyon employee Katherine Garzieri at the Ohio Eastern Star
Home Photo by Linnea Feldman Emison

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

33

28

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

31

27

Emily Levi-D’Ancona ’16

Mark Morford ‘17

Porter Morgan ‘18

Malik Ahmed Khan ‘19

a list of other magical
schools

a new book with the
magical creatures

a sequel to Harry Potter

an eighth Harry Potter
book

Which former New York City
mayor announced a possible
presidential run last week?

Michael Bloomberg

I don’t know.

Bloomberg

I don’t know.

Bloomberg

In the world of science, what major
discovery — which two Kenyon
professors collaborated on — did
the LIGO Project make this week?

gravitational waves

I don’t know.

[They] confirmed
Einstein’s theory of
gravitational waves

something to do
with gravity

gravitational waves

Which U.S. Supreme Court
justice died on Saturday?

Antonin Scalia

Scalia

Scalia

I don’t know.

Antonin Scalia

3

2

Weekly Scores

1

4
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Alonso ’14, Carter ’17 find poetic passion in translation
CLAIRE OXFORD
Foreign phrases and poetry collide in the newest publication from
Jordi Alonso ’14 — The Lovers’
Phrasebook, a chapbook slated for
publication in 2017 by Pennsylvania-based Red Flag Poetry Service.
The nuanced meanings of words
from myriad languages captured
the attention of Alonso and Phoebe
Carter ’17 in a collection of 26 new
poems, with each poem by Alonso
and corresponding illustration by
Carter dedicated to capturing the
meaning of an untranslatable foreign word through verse. The Lovers’ Phrasebook will be Alonso’s second published book; his first book
of poetry, Honeyvoiced, released in
2014 by Gambier’s XOXOX Press,
was dedicated to Carter. Carter will
be illustrating these untranslatable An illustration by Phoebe Carter ’17, left, is one of many to accompany poems by Alonso ’14, right, in the collection. Courtesy of Jordi Alonso
words, drawing from previous
sketches she made last summer.
both Alonso and Carter enjoyed can represent it in different ways.” that school year, she discussed Poetry — a journal that usually
Alonso is thrilled to have Carter interpreting through their respecFor Carter and Alonso, their this project with fellow words-en- only publishes 12 poems per year
illustrating the chapbook.
tive poetry and drawings is “mis- fascination for untranslatable thusiast Alonso. He immediately in the format of postcards — has
“I think they’ll be a wonderful timanchachi,” a word from the words began with door decora- jumped on board, and the two be- never published a chapbook before.
addition to the book, since both the Quichua language that translates, tions in upper Norton Residence gan researching more untranslat- While Alonso had already been
poems and the illustrations have according to Alonso’s manuscript, Hall, where Carter — a modern able words together.
published in 2015 by the organizagrown up together out of our little to “a light rain,” or “something languages and literatures maAlonso, who is currently work- tion, this was an unusual request.
shared obsession,” he said. The Lov- that scares Spanish-speaking ur- jor — was a Community Advisor ing on obtaining a masters degree
“In my tipsy poet mind,” Alonso
ers’ Phrasebook features one poem banites.”
her sophomore year. For each first in creative writing and literature said, “I was like, OK, I don’t really
and illustration per foreign word,
“I like the challenges that words year, she created a door decoration with an emphasis in poetry at want to go to bed yet, it’s two in the
with each poem attempting to cap- like this bring up in the translation with an illustration of her inter- SUNY Stony Brook – Southamp- morning on January 1st. I haven’t
ture the nuanced meaning of for- process,” Carter said. “I feel like pretation of words from other lan- ton, said his decision to send in his done anything relating to poetry
eign words that don’t have a simple art is a different way of tackling guages not easily translated into collection of poems to Red Flag this year. I should do something,
translation to English.
that problem, like there’s no word English.
Poetry Service was a spontane- so I wrote up a little email saying,
For example, one word that to show this in English, but you
Over the summer preceding ous New Year’s decision. Red Flag ‘Hey guys, here’s 26 poems.’”

New radio program sends ‘Sparks’

Julianna Inman ’18 brings student
writings to the airwaves

BAILEY BLAKER
WKCO’s latest project, “Sparks”
— a radio program that features
dramatic readings of student writing samples every other week — is
giving writers across campus a new
creative outlet to show off their
work. The program has received 20
student submissions and is still accepting others.
Julianna Inman ’18, the creative
director of the program, spearheaded efforts to get the show off
the ground during the fall semester.
The name of the program comes
from the phrase “spark of inspiration” and is meant to convey the
show’s overall purpose of showcasing short works and the inspiration
behind them.
“It’s not your opus; it’s your
spark, what you’re giving off right
now,” Inman said. “You can’t do
a lot in three to five pages, but it’s
enough to get an idea of where Kenyon authors are going.”
The program accepts works of
both poetry and prose from every
genre, the only restriction being
length. Taylor Hazan ’19 submitted
her lyrical essay “Allegory,” which
personifies rhetorical figures like
analogy and irony as characters
within a narrative. The program
appealed to Hazan because of its accessibility to beginning writers on

Sonia Calzaretta ’19, Luca Agunos ’18 and Anthony Wilson ’19 read for “Sparks.” Courtesy of Julianna Inman

campus.
“A lot of the time it’s kind of intimidating to not only put yourself
out there, but to also perform your
own work,” she said. A Voice actor
Sonia Calzaretta ’18 read Hazan’s
essay on air during the premiere of
“Sparks” on Sunday, Feb. 7.
Hazan, inspired by the experience of listening to her own work,
has increased the amount of attention she pays to the sound of her
writing. “There is a sound to every-

thing you write and listening to it
adds a whole new dimension to a
piece of writing,” she said. “I think
especially with the way different
voices play with different rhythms,
it was really fun to hear someone
else take a shot at it.”
Those voices, provided by five
student actors — including firstyear students Sarah McPeek and
Anthony Wilson and sophomores
Luca Agunos, Natalie Kane and
Calzaretta — work to elevate the

emotional development of each
piece, according to Charlotte Freccia ’19, whose piece “Magic” has
also been performed as part of
“Sparks.”
“Of course when I’m reading
and rereading my writing it seems
so unoriginal because I’ve read it
a million times,” she said. But for
Freccia, voice actor Sarah McPeek
’19 “made it sound new.”
For Freccia, the way an audience experiences a piece of writing

changes with the medium of radio. “When it exists in a journal or
anthology or something, it can be
returned to again and again,” she
said. “When it’s read on the radio
it’s fleeting, so the language and the
imagery has to be really immediate
because you can’t go back and read
over it again if you don’t understand. It has to be gripping in the
moment enough for just a listener
to be able to grasp it as it’s happening.”
Agunos is among those who
have lent their voices to WKCO’s
latest show. Agunos, who portrayed Jason Dean (J.D.) in Brave
Potato’s production of Heathers: the
Musical last semester, sees “Sparks”
as an opportunity to expand upon
his acting skills. “It was a great opportunity to still get my acting fix
without the same commitment as a
theatrical production with regular
rehearsals,” he said.
Agunos believes the program
will give writers more confidence
in their craft.
“This is the opportunity for
people whether they are writing
the pieces, whether they are reading the pieces, to really take that
chance,” he said, “and believe that
they are someone who can go
somewhere with their talent, and
start in a place that’s welcoming
and open and genuine.”
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Pressed for space, student musicians look to WKCO
BAILEY BLAKER
A growing number of student musicians are taking the
reins, recording and mixing
their own tracks — but will the
lack of performance spaces on
campus lead to a decline in this
trend?
Amanda Goodman ’18, a
singer-songwriter who has
opened for musical acts at the
Horn Gallery, is learning the
ins and outs of music production from the sound technicians at WKCO.
The experience has changed
the way Goodman views the artistic value of music.
Being part of the production
process has allowed Goodman
to bring a level of mindfulness and strategy to her music.
“I think that I started thinking when I write songs, ‘What
could the end product look
like?’ rather than, like, ‘Oh, this
is what I’m feeling, I’m just going to write this,’” she said. “I
think more like, ‘Could there
be drums or guitar here? What
am I looking for?’ It’s made it
harder to write songs, because
I’ll have more expectations for
what I want it to be like.”
The studio at WKCO is open
to students willing to work
with sound technicians to learn
about proper recording techniques. According to Teddy
Farkas ’16, co-general manag-

ers of WKCO, many student
musicians take advantage of the
studio. “The nice thing about
the recording studio is that it
allows students to come in and
record things independently
but it also says, ‘There are are
these other people around you
who want to form bands,’” he
said.
Farkas believes the music
scene at Kenyon is strong, but
it is being hindered by certain
restrictions — namely, a lack of
available performance spaces.
“I think the school has to do
a better job of creating venues
for students to play at,” he said.
Farkas recalled attending parties during his first and second
years at Kenyon featuring student bands in the North Campus Apartments, Acland Apartments and the New Apartments.
“It was extremely crowded but
it was fun and it gave non-intimidating venues for bands on
campus to be able to practice in
front of people who wanted to
hear them before going to the
Horn,” he said. “Now it’s just
the Horn.”
The lack of space for student musicians on campus has
also affected the availability of
facilities within the music department. Professor of Music
Benjamin “Doc” Locke — who
directs the Chamber Singers,
Community Choir and Knox
County Symphony — supports

“

Teddy Farkas ’16 teaches student musicians the skills needed to self-produce. Photo by Eileen Cartter

the growth in independent
musicians on campus, but is
aware of the limitations on the
school’s ability to accommodate such large interest.
“I think we’ve been managing,” Locke said. “We were
surprised when we built Storer Hall. We didn’t realize how
much the building itself upped
the interest in the music department.” The lack of space for
group rehearsals and instrument storage has put stress on
the department, but Locke feels
it can be alleviated through
proper planning. “[We have]

Everybody wants to expand, but there are
just limits to what a small school can do.

Professor of Music Benjamin “Doc” Locke

to live within our means and
schedule our courses and offer
ensembles space and instruments to the best of our ability,”
he said. “Everybody wants to
expand, but there are just limits
to what a small school can do.”
For students like Goodman, the challenges that come
with self-producing music
don’t compare with the ben-

efits. “People are producing
their own music and there is
this sort of DIY music movement, because the technology
is so much more accessible,” she
said. “I just thought that was so
like liberating, for musicians.”
Zoe Case, Hannah Farr and
Devon Musgrave-Johnson contributed reporting.

Danish Girl a mixed bag

Bridge of Spies falls flat

Eddie Redmayne’s Lili Elbe fails to
capture womanhood

Spielberg’s newest film doesn’t
hit the mark for best picture

ZOE CASE

DEVON MUSGRAVEJOHNSON

Eddie Redmayne plays real-life artist and transgender woman Lili Elbe to much
conversation and applause in
Tom Hooper’s Oscar-nominated film The Danish Girl. The
movie is beautiful — wonderfully shot and designed. The
costumes, by Paco Delgado,
are particularly memorable,
telling the story of Lili’s transition through color and fabric.
The cinematography is full
of rich imagery: a scarf blowing in the breeze, a ballerina
dressed in white. Lili was a
painter, and it seems cinematographer Danny Cohen took
that idea and ran with it. Each
frame is full of gorgeously hazy
images, artfully arranged. The
whole movie is shot as if it
were a still-life tableau.
Redmayne
has
tender
scenes, scenes of torment and
scenes that show the anxiety his character endured as a
transitioning woman in 1920s

Europe. Much of Redmayne’s
electricity comes from his obvious chemistry with Lili’s onscreen wife, Gerda, played by
Alicia Vikandar. Vikandar,
might very well win the supporting actress award, and
rightly so. She is strong and
vulnerable onscreen, especially in her moments of selfdoubt and fear.
Redmayne almost pales
in comparison to Vikandar.
Watching him play Lili is like
watching someone trying to
understand womanhood only
through the depiction of it the
media puts forth. There is a
lot of simpering and smiling
through tears. The figures of
actor and character never seem
to coalesce.
One does wonder what
would have happened if a trans
woman had been cast to play
Lili — what insight would she
have had? What would she have
brought to the role? And, maybe most importantly, would
she ever have been nominated
for best actress at the Oscars?

This
is
the third
installment
in a series of
student reviews of
Oscar-nominated
films that will
appear in the
Collegian until the
week of Feb. 28,
the date of the
awards ceremony.
If you would like to
contribute a review,
contact Bailey
Blaker at blakerb@
kenyon.edu.

multiple chances to be thrilling,
but took few of them. The opening shows what Bridge of Spies
Directed by Spielberg, writ- could have been. The dialogueten in part by the Coen brothers free scene follows a man around
and starring Tom Hanks, Bridge the busy streets of New York as
of Spies was destined for an Oscar he receives a secret message and
nominabrings it back to
tion from
his apartment,
its concepIf Bridge of Spies only to be arresttion. Uned on suspicion
had focused on
fortunately,
the story and not the Oscar, of being a KGB
the film’s
spy. This openit might have lived up to its ing sequence is
creators
knew that potential.
reminiscent of
as well, and
Hitchcock in its
audiences
use of camera
were left with the Oscar-bait film work to tell the story, but the rest
that comes out each year. The film of the two-hour-and-36-minute
has all the characteristics of typi- movie relied instead on dialogue
cal Oscar-bait: period drama, big that was consistently and insultnames involved, concepts audi- ingly straightforward. The cinences may not understand, eye- ematography was great — in the
catching cinematography and an case of a particular flight scene,
appeal to patriotism.
brilliant — and the characters
Tom Hanks stars as an insur- were believable. But what can’t
ance lawyer during the Cold War be believed is that this film might
who is given the difficult task of win best picture. If Bridge of Spies
defending an accused Russian had focused on the story and not
spy. Based on an intriguing and the Oscar, it might have lived up
dramatic true story, the film had to its potential.
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EDITORIAL

Here’s looking
at you, Hank
With the announcement last week that Dean of
Students Hank Toutain would be retiring at the end
of the year, we would like to take this opportunity
recognize his service to the community. Toutain
brought an undeniable earnestness and care to his
longtime role as head of the College’s student affairs division, traits that may have had their foundation in his own time as an undergraduate.
At a recent Student Council meeting — Toutain
regularly attends the meetings as a mostly silent
observer — around 100 students showed up to
voice concern over the administration’s decision to
change the date and format of Summer Sendoff. (It
has since been moved back to its original slot two
Fridays before finals.) Toward the end of the meeting, Toutain had this to say: “When I was your age,
I was in college in New England and we were demonstrating every week and trying to stop a war.”
Rightly noting the gulf between student activism geared toward ending bloodshed and one inspired by restrictions on partying, Toutain nonetheless offered support to students, saying, “Don’t
let a crisis go by without taking advantage of it.”
While recognizing no dean of students can satisfy all parties all the time, we commend Toutain
for his devotion to administrative transparency
and the well-being of Kenyon’s student body. These
objectives are ones we hope all members of the Kenyon community adopt. He has, on at least one
occasion, invited authors of Collegian op-eds to
his office to discuss potential changes to College
policy. Especially given recent dissonance between
administrators and students, his leadership and
consistent candor are qualities we hope the administration will prioritize in finding and hiring his
successor.
That said, we wonder whether a replacement for
Toutain is even necessary. When the College hired
Meredith Harper Bonham ’92 in January 2015, it
seemed her newly created position of vice president
for student affairs would subsume many of the duties of a dean of students. But now it appears both
positions are here to stay. That means the College
will be spending more money — not only on the
present search, but also in annual salary payouts to
Toutain’s eventual replacement.
While Bonham has said her job focuses more
on larger strategic goals, with the dean focusing on
individual students, we believe the student body
should have had a voice in what amounts to a significant, permanent expansion in the size of the
College’s corps of student affairs administrators.
But the College would not even disclose how much
money it was using to fund the search — yet another instance of a lack of transparency, at a time when
transparency is of urgent importance to many in
the Kenyon community.
As the College continues to appoint vice presidents and associate vice presidents, this move indicates an unsettling tendency toward a more vertical structure, in a world where organizations are
becoming increasingly horizontal. As companies
become less hierarchical, why does Kenyon seem to
be moving in the opposite direction?

HAVE OPINIONS?
Write us at
kenyoncollegian@gmail.com

YOOBIN HAN

Does Kenyon care about dance?
Thriving department deserves more support
seem to extend to dance.
In fact, what I hear most ofBefore Kenyon officials an- ten is that students are unaware
nounced last week that the date of what goes on in the Shaffer
of Summer Sendoff would be Dance Studio behind the Bolton
moved back to its traditional slot Theater, uphill from the Kenyon
(April 29), the rescheduling of Athletic Center.
the event to May 6 would have
I’ll level with you: Dance can
conf licted with many student sometimes fail to engage everyshowcases, including the annual one, often only amusing those
Spring Dance
already versed in
Concert.
the medium. Con“I
was
text is often necThe administraboth alarmed
tion’s willingness essary. But this is
and
cona shame, as Kecerned when to so easily overlook the
nyon’s dance dethe date for dance concert in its planpartment is dySendoff was ning may be indicative of
namic, and the
announced,”
dancers tremensomething larger. What
Professor of does it mean to be
dously hard workDance Balining and innovada
Craig- studying a performing
tive.
Quijada told art or arts in general
Dance is a craft
me in an liberal arts college?
here and students
email.
“It
are actively honpresented
ing their skills,
quite an obstacle for the Friday just like they would in any other
performance of the Kenyon Col- field.
lege Spring Dance Concert.”
As Craig-Quijada put it,
We started trying to brain- “dance is part of a liberal arts exstorm possible alternatives, but perience and is acknowledged as
since our department production an academic pursuit.”
schedule is set at the beginning
The administration’s willingof the school year, it was turning ness to so easily overlook the
into quite a headache,” she said. dance concert in its planning
”I thank all the people who ‘lis- may be indicative of something
tened’ and were f lexible enough larger. What does it mean to be
to reschedule Sendoff.”
studying a performing art or arts
The performing arts are thriv- in general at a liberal arts coling here at Kenyon. They receive lege?
tremendous support from faculty
Graduating and gaining emand students and are high qual- ployment is a constant source of
ity in our productions. But this anxiety for students. But for peosupport and enthusiasm does not ple pursuing the arts as a career,

EVE BROMBERG

“

employment may be a matter of
luck— the reality is that these
fields are fiercely competitive.
Those who pursue the arts
professionally are known to work
many jobs to make ends meet.
This is the nature of the work-these fields lack adequate funds.
But as an institution should we
already be discouraging these
scholars? They are scholars, after all.
As undergraduates we have
the beauty to truly decide what
it is we want to study. This is
what a liberal arts college is, and
by potentially dismissing these
fields of study is Kenyon ref lecting the real world too much? Or
is it the school’s responsibility to
us steer lofty goals?
If anything this might lead to
a hierarchical nature of majors,
but Kenyon shouldn’t be a place
where objectivity is a burden. We
are not all going to be doctors or
engineers.
We must, as an institution,
work to support students in all
endeavors. Would theater receive
less support than it does currently if Paul Newman ’49 and Allison Janney ’82 weren’t alumni? I
hope not.
Any one of the Kenyon majors
could end up being the next big
thing in the dance world. They
should receive adequate support
and acknowledgement, to make
these dreams realities.
Eve Bromberg ’19 is undeclared
from Brooklyn, N.Y. Contact her
at bromberge@kenyon.edu.
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It’s time to pave the way for a mud-free Middle Path
Accessibility for all is more important than the aesthetics of the traditional gravel path
for substantive renovations to
the path, such as paving.
Recent weather transThe compromise brokered
formed Middle Path into a in 2013 by the administramud pit, resulting in soiled tion approving the significant
dorm f loors and the peren- overhaul of Middle Path with
nial student lamentations re- “stabilized gravel” was supgarding the general inacces- posed to satisfy both sides:
sibility of the campus’s main stay true to Middle Path’s
artery. What
original
on the surface
identity by
appears to be
keeping it
When students’
nothing more
gravel, but
needs aren’t
than shallow
improve
complaints by being met, the top priority
its overall
bored young should be meeting them,
condition
adults
with not preserving the campus to make it
nothing betsafer and
ter to do are as a perfect time capsule
more acin fact just for Reunion Weekend.
cessible to
the
beginstudents
ning of a diswith discourse surrounding the roots abilities.
of Kenyon’s identity that has
Unfortunately, the recurlasted for years — whether we rence of these issues shows
should pave the traditionally the debate is far from regravel path.
solved. Middle Path requires
As a child of Kenyon facul- further improvements.
ty members, I’ve spent my enMy understanding is that
tire life in or around the cam- alumni who oppose renovapus, and issues of safety and tions to Middle Path do so
accessibility regarding the out of a desire to preserve the
main thoroughfare have been cultural touchstones that give
articulated by students for as Kenyon its particular idenlong as I can remember. The tity. Paving Middle Path, in
student body has long called their eyes, would further re-

TOBY BAUMANN

“

move Kenyon away from their
idealized, nostalgic vision of
the campus, which more than
likely closely resembles Kenyon as it was during the four
years they attended.
However,
Kenyon
has
changed a lot over time, and
despite what P.F. Kluge or the
Collegian editorial staff may
hyperbolically claim, it is still
essentially Kenyon. I remember a time before the Kenyon
Athletic Center, which recently celebrated its 10th anniversary.
When the College built the
KAC, students and faculty
discussed how its construction would change Kenyon’s
image. Now, it’s an iconic and
integral part of campus, providing a significant upgrade
in athletic facilities over the
derelict Wertheimer Field
House.
The aesthetic details of Kenyon’s amenities do not create
its identity. When students’
needs aren’t being met, the
top priority should be meeting them, not preserving the
campus as a perfect time capsule for Reunion Weekend.
It is my hope that the Kenyon administration, alumni

Illustration by Henry Uhrik

and student body eventually
come to an understanding results is actual meaningful improvements to Middle Path.

Toby Baumann ’19 is undeclared from Mount Vernon,
Ohio. Contact him at baumannt@kenyon.edu.

Voting in Buckeye State Greek hazing? More like lazing
A first year questions connections with her new sisters
carries genuine weight
REAGAN NEVISKA
As most of you know, Ohio is a
swing state. Winning Ohio is considered one of the most important
factors in presidential elections, due
to the state’s history as a bellwether
for the eventual winner of elections
— our fair state hasn’t favored the
losing side in a presidential election
since 1960, during the race between
Kennedy and Nixon.
Growing up in the Buckeye
State, I always knew when it was an
election year because of the barrage
of television ads for candidates. Because primary voting this year occurs during Kenyon’s spring break,
many part-time Ohioans will be
going back to their home states,
whose primaries or caucuses may
have already taken place already.
Regardless of your political affiliation, if you live in a state that leans
red or blue, you should register as
an absentee voter — that is, to cast
a ballot in Ohio — due to the state’s
importance during election years,
as your vote may make more of an
impact than it would in your home
state due to the state’s “purple” status.
Here’s the great thing about voting: it’s a choice. During presidential election years, the percentage
of voting persons rises significantly.
While these numbers are important and impressive, it’s sad we put

such a heavy emphasis on voting for
our president but seem not to care
when it comes to other important
officials. While the president is obviously important, let us remember what has been drilled into our
heads since government class: our
country runs on a system of checks
and balances. Even though Bernie,
Hillary and the Donald fill up our
newsfeeds, many offices at the local,
state and national levels need competent elected officials. Because of
this, I think it’s important not only
exercise your right to vote, but to
also to be informed in your political choices.
The great thing about being an
Ohio voter is that you make a direct impact on the state where you
live most of the time — at least for
these four years. Voting may be a
choice, but if you sit around and
say your votes don’t matter — and
later complain about the results —
you’re part of the problem, not the
solution. I know, you’ve heard this
all before. An op-ed can’t change
anyone’s minds politically, but during this voting season I urge you to
be informed — whatever your chosen political party — and consider
casting an Ohio ballot this March.
Reagan Neviska ’17 is an anthropology major from Fredericktown,
Ohio. Contact her at neviskar@kenyon.edu.

JESS KUSHER

Why the hell haven’t I been
hazed already? Call me an ignorant first year, but this sorority is so much more chill
than I expected. I have to
spend less time than expected with these ladies, and that
surprises me. Don’t get me
wrong; they have been nothing but welcoming. I have
been showered with gifts.
That being said, I’m skeptical
about whether I’ll genuinely
connect with my pledge class
or the group’s current sisters
before I have to pay my dues.
I’m not excited about that idea
— I’m not even sure if Greek
life is for me. Let me explain
with a story.
I have attended the same
summer camp since age 11,
when I expected a Hogwarts
letter but instead got sent into
the woods of North Carolina
to frolic in its streams and
valleys. During my fifth summer, I returned to take leadership classes as a junior counselor.
One day, the 10 of us junior
counselors were blindfolded
and told to sit in silence on a
camp van. We were driven to
a cold North Carolina stream
out in the wilderness and divided in half: One half was

filled in on what the day’s activities would be, and the other was left to wait silently in
the camp van.
I was in the group that had
no idea what was going on.
We were anxious about being
blindfolded and feeling out of
control, but we also felt excited and were buzzing with
energy: We knew we were safe
so we didn’t mind feeling out
of control.
That feeling changed as we
were led out of the van one
by one down to the creek. We
were told to take off our shoes
and in seconds were being led
blindfolded over a series of
stones in the water. The entire
time my heart pounded mercilessly and I both laughed
and shook as we crossed those
rocks.
It sounds weird, but it was
a fun sort of terrified. I remember my incredible relief
when I finally got to take off
my blindfold and see I was being quietly guided to safety by
one of my closest friends.
Right now I have friends
fumbling every which way in
the dark — I wonder if they’re
enjoying their blindfolded
experience as they go Greek
at Kenyon. I have close pals
who have to call their older
“sisters” or “brothers” royal

nicknames, and others who
lose over four hours a week
doing secret activities specifically associated with “pledging.” That doesn’t include the
number of hours of sleep they
might be missing due to the
anxiety that comes from being led around blindfolded.
I don’t envy them for the
amount of time this all seems
to take. I feel busy enough, but
that being said, I envy them
for the sort of bond they’re
going to share after surviving
all this with their pledge class
at their side.
I’m not saying I condone
hazing, though I’ll admit I expected it — perhaps not in the
big-university way in which
girls have to sit on a washing
machine while their sisters
circle their fat in Sharpie, and
certainly not in the way that
leads to alcohol poisoning or
strange “accidental” deaths
— but at the same time, I feel
disappointed in the group I
have joined, because I haven’t
really had any sort of bonding
experiences with them yet.
Maybe it’s too early to tell, but
I feel cheated.
Jess Kusher ’19 is a biology
and film major from Spartanburg, S.C. Contact her at
kusherj@kenyon.edu.
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Newly launched group blasts off

Jack Zellweger ’17 ignites
student passion for flight

GRANT MINER
Amid snow and bitter cold, a
group of students stood last Friday facing a little rocket on a metal
platform in front of Peirce. In the
middle, wearing a purple and gold
“Launch Control Officer” hat, was
Professor of Physics Ben Schumacher. Beside him stood Jack Zellweger ’17, wearing a similar hat that
read “Launch Safety Officer.”
After a five-second countdown,
Schumacher pressed the button on
his controller, sending an electric
charge through a wire, through the
platform and into a plug that ignited a small packet of black powder.
The resulting reaction caused a jet
of incandescent gas to erupt from
the bottom of the rocket at over
twice the speed of sound, propelling it more than 100 feet in the air.
The parachute failed to deploy.
“Don’t worry, it’s not that
heavy,” Schumacher said as the
rocket came back down to earth.
“OK. Not bad!”
This slightly troubled launch
was the handiwork of Kenyon’s
new Rocketry Club, which held its
first meeting and launch on Friday,
Feb. 12.
Zellweger, the club’s founder,
has been interested in physics most
of his life, but only recently became
interested in the study of applied
physics — that is, physics intend-

Professor Ben Schumacher, middle, and Jack Zellweger ’17, right, inspect a rocket. Photo by Sonia Prabhu

ed for a specific technological or
practical use. The main focus of his
interest is, appropriately, rockets.
Oddly enough, it all started with
the sale of his house in southern
California.
“The people who are buying my
house actually work at SpaceX,”
Zellweger said, referring to the
aerospace company that made
headlines last December by launching and subsequently landing and

recovering its Falcon 9 rocket.
“They gave me a tour of SpaceX a
while ago, and it had actually been
on my to-do list to start this club
for a while. It was a big motivation
to see [company CEO] Elon Musk’s
office and the big factory.”
Schumacher, the club’s advisor
and professor of a rocket science
physics class, came by his love of
rockets when he was about four
years old.

“I was an Apollo kid,” Schumacher said, referring to the NASA
program that put the first men on
the moon. “My oldest brother went
to graduate school for aerospace
engineering and was always a part
of the space program in one way or
another. So, I come by it honestly.”
Zellweger has divided how he
wants the group to progress into
three stages.
The first stage is kits: small,

cheap rockets that come in littleor no-assembly-required packages.
The club will be pursuing certification with the National Association
of Rocketry, an organization that,
among other services, provides
insurance, safety guidelines and
rocketry education to prospective
rocketeers.
For stage two, the club hopes to
construct their own rockets from
pre-built parts, as well as provide
custom payloads (things other than
the rocket that go up), such as instruments for collecting data from
the flight.
The third stage is what Zellweger is most excited about.
“As soon as possible I want to
jump into designing our own custom rockets out of PVC pipe and
plastics,” Zellweger said. “We’ll
probably still be sticking to official
engines, but I eventually want to
build them from scratch.”
While rocketry may seem to
have a high barrier to entry, Zellweger stressed that rocket science
doesn’t actually have to be rocket
science.
“If you have some physics to
bring to the table, that’s certainly
something we’d love, but if you
don’t, you just have to be passionate,” Zellweger said. “We’d rather
have a passionate layman than an
apathetic expert.”

Mount Vernon antique shop gives old items new homes
SARAH McPEEK
Behind the wide front doors of
Farley and Moore Antiques and
Collectibles in Mount Vernon lies
an extensive archive of history.
Carved cabinets and cast-iron
chairs, polished china and delicate figurines intermingle with
musical instruments, classic children’s toys and musical record albums from all eras.
Al Levenson has owned Farley and Moore since founding it
19 years ago with his wife, Anna
Belle, and a community of partners who all shared an interest
in antiques and collectibles. Levenson manages the store along
with the individual dealers and a
group of volunteer workers.
Located downtown at 104
South Main Street, the store’s
vast collection of wares occupies
15,000 total square feet and three
floors. Levenson has close ties to
the location; the space was formerly a J.C. Penney department
store, where he worked as a retail
salesman while attending Mount
Vernon High School in the early
1950s.
“So I’m not moving very far
very fast,” he joked.
Mount Vernon has several
antique shops, including Black
Walnut Holler up the street from
Farley and Moore. However,
Levenson said the other antique

shops are not competitors.
“We kind of cooperatively
send people to the other ones as
well as ours,” he said. Every antiques store has distinctive items:
“Your chances of having the same
thing, identically the same thing,
are pretty rare,” he said.
A trip through the mall-like
store is an exploration of the past.
Each of the store’s 30 booths is
held by a local dealer, every one
displaying a wide variety of merchandise collected at auctions or
other venues, or purchased from
individuals hoping to sell their
antiques.
Levenson deals from his own
booth in the mall, and is also
an avid collector of antique golf
clubs. Like Levenson, many customers are specialized collectors
after particular items. His advice
is simply to wander around, because “you never know where it’ll

Owner Al Levenson, left, in Farley and Moore; right, collectibles in the shop Photos by Emily Stegner

pop up.”
Farley and Moore’s patrons are
as diverse as its wares. Collectors
come from all over Ohio and beyond — as far away as the West
Coast, Germany and Italy. The
mall is a popular destination for
Kenyon and Mount Vernon Nazarene University parents when
they are visiting town. Levenson
recalls many regular family customers, including actress Jamie
Lee Curtis and her daughter, Annie, a member of the class of 2009.
Levenson thinks Kenyon stu-

dents love the mall especially for
its collection of record albums,
one of the most sought-after
items. He was surprised to hear
customers tell him that music
from LPs has better sound quality than newer digital formats:
“I always thought that some of
the more modern advancements
in recordings and stuff like that
would have been far superior, but
evidently not.”
Professor Emerita of English
Judy Smith, a devoted customer
and close friend of the Levensons,

has many fond memories of afternoons spent among the artifacts. In an email, she described
the mall as “a treasure trove of the
unexpected. ... Al and his wife,
Anna Belle — and all the other
owners and dealers — have created a space that offers knowledge
and surprise in a place that is very
welcoming and treats you like
family.”
Farley and Moore Antiques
and Collectibles is open from
noon to 5 p.m. every day except
holidays.
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Ladies look to overcome stumbles against NCAC foes
Women’s basketball remains hopeful after losing to DePauw University on Saturday
JACK PIPPEN
DEPAUW
KENYON

52
39

KENYON
WITTENBERG

62
47

Ladies basketball lost its secondstraight North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) game on Saturday,
falling 52-39 to DePauw University
(18-6; NCAC 12-3).
“Our confidence has dropped a
lot,” forward Lane Davis ’19 said. “But
that motivates us to work harder.”
Coming off their loss to Denison (20-3; NCAC 13-1) Wednesday,
Feb. 10, the Ladies (16-8; NCAC 105) looked to bounce back when they
traveled to DePauw to take on the Tigers. A slow start from Kenyon and
a 7-0 run early in the first quarter allowed the DePauw Tigers to grab a
quick lead.
Poor shooting and a six-point second quarter from the Ladies left them
at a 29-18 disadvantage going into
halftime. The Ladies played hard to
keep things close in the second half,
cutting the DePauw lead down to
six points early in the fourth quarter.
Ultimately the Ladies were unable to
catch up, with DePauw ending on an

Sidney Cera ’17, seen here in a game against Ohio Wesleyan University, scored four points in Saturday’s
game against DePauw. Courtesy of Kenyon Athletics

8-0 run to make the final score 52-39.
“We learned some really valuable
lessons against the last two teams
in the way we need to play and the
level of intensity we need to play at,”
Head Coach Suzanne Helfant said.
The players believe the losses against
Denison and DePauw helped the
team regain focus.
“We just have to get back to trust-

ing our mechanics,” Helfant said.
“Success begets success.” The whole
team hopes to get back on track in its
final game of the regular season, on
Saturday at the College of Wooster,
and get back into the rhythm that
helped them win six games in a row
between Jan. 16 and Feb. 6.
“When everyone gets really
worked up, we can start to second-

guess ourselves and each other,”
Davis said. Davis led the team with
seven rebounds and chipped in four
points from the bench during the DePauw game. She is the core of the Ladies’ bench and now leads the team
in total rebounds on the season.
“Intensity comes with confidence
and energy,” guard Miranda Diesz
’17 said. “We just need to feed off each

other.” The Ladies hope that they can
regain their confidence and end the
regular season on a high note before
entering postseason play.
The Ladies had trouble keeping
up with the physical play of the Tigers
throughout the game. DePauw outrebounded Kenyon 43-27 and picked
up 26 points in the paint. Though the
Ladies struggled to score for much of
the game, Diesz led the team with a
career-high 15 points. Bailey Dominguez ’17 contributed nine points, all
on 3-pointers.
Kenyon may have found its confidence again in the final home game
of the season Wednesday night, in
which they beat the Wittenberg University Tigers (7-15; NCAC 6-9) by a
score of 62-47. The Ladies led by as
many as 20 points and survived the
Tigers’ defensive press in the final
quarter. Dominguez and Griffin Tullis ’18 each scored 12 points, with Tullis contributing nine rebounds and
three blocks as well.
As the season winds down, the
team hopes to regain the consistency
it displayed earlier in the season. The
Ladies’ record now stands at 16-8
overall and 10-5 in conference play.
They have clinched the third-place
spot in the NCAC with one more
regular-season game left to play.

Sophomores know how to get their heads in the game
Men’s basketball wins tough games, finds success with members of the Class of 2018
CAMERON MESSINIDES
KENYON
DEPAUW

81
79

KENYON
WITTENBERG

67
58

The Lords look to continue their
recent momentum after winning
their last two games. On Wednesday, they won 67-58 over the Wittenberg University Tigers (14-10;
NCAC 9-8) thanks to 24 points and
three steals from Tim Connolly ’16.
In the game before that on Saturday,
the Lords guaranteed themselves a
spot in the 2016 NCAC men’s basketball tournament with a tough
81-79 win over last year’s champs,
the DePauw University Tigers (8-16;
NCAC 4-13). Connolly contributed
18 points, Ethan Shapiro ’17 led the
team in rebounds with eight, and
Alexander Powell ’18 powered his
way to a career-high 22 points.
Powell is peaking at the right
time as Kenyon (10-14; NCAC 7-10)
prepares to head into the postseason, and his performance against
DePauw highlights a season of
marked improvement over his already-impressive debut last year. All
five sophomores on the team have
taken great strides since last season.
“We think we have a really
good nucleus of five sophomore
guys,” Head Coach Dan Priest said.
“[They] all have kind of different
strengths and weaknesses, kind of

play off of each other.”
All five have started at some
point this season, filling gaps and
finding ways to help the team. Bennett Grigull ’18 is scoring more efficiently from the field. Will Sigl ’18
shines on defense. Phillip Crampton
’18 wields a respectable 3-pointer,
launching from behind the arc at a
30-percent clip on 30 attempts after
attempting none last year. Alex Laub
’18, who played just three games
during his first year at Kenyon, has
played 23 games and started 12 for
the Lords this season thanks to his
offseason physical conditioning
work.
Powell focused on carrying a
bigger load on offense this season.
“Honestly, it’s been learning to get
to the free-throw line,” he said. “It’s
something I’ve not been good at doing, but I’ve watched Tim do it for
two years now.” Against DePauw,
his consistent drives to the basket
helped sustain the Lords’ attack, as
he scored eight of his points at the
line and eight more in the paint.
Though the sophomores push
one another to improve on and off
the court, they gelled quickly as
friends. On the team bus, Laub and
Crampton sing stirring duets to
the tune of “Break Free” from High
School Musical. Grigull stands as the
champ of many friendly Nerf gun
battles in Mather lounge last year,
according to both Laub and Crampton. Sigl and Powell follow the NBA
together, listening to the same pod-

Alexander Powell ’18, seen here in a game against Denison, scored a career-high 22 points on Saturday’s
game against DePauw University to lead the Lords to an 81-79 win. Courtesy of Kenyon Athletics

casts.
“AP is an interesting guy,” Sigl
said, referring to Powell. “He’ll
do like a statistical breakdown of
an NBA team or something after
watching a Tuesday-night game and
just show it to one of us.”
The camaraderie between these
five sophomores reflects the overall spirit of the Lords this season.
Coaches and players alike credit the
team’s unity and everyone’s good
humor for their moments of success this season. Senior leaders like
Brien Comey set the tone. “He took
the initiative, he gathered up all the
guys when he wanted to do some

extra walkthrough stuff, so that’s a
valuable time he took things very
seriously,” Assistant Coach Kevin
Sullivan said of Comey. “There are
other times where he’s the first one
in the locker room, spraying water
all over everybody after a win.”
The Lords, with one more game
in the regular season, now prepare
to head into the conference tournament. They are buckling down and
practicing for close games, but they
have stayed true to their demeanor.
They are confident and aware of
their moment, but above all enjoying the game they love with the team
they wouldn’t give up for the world.

After a year of ups and downs
and good spirits throughout, the
Lords plan to end on a high note.
They play their last regular-season
game at home on Saturday, Senior
Day, against the Wabash College
Little Giants, at which they will honor seniors Connolly, Comey and Tyler Kimble.
The team’s great chemistry this
season makes graduating three
seniors all the more bittersweet.
“They’re all good kids, they’ve all
been big contributors, they’re all
great, great students,” Priest said.
“It’ll be kind of an emotional night
for us.”
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Seniors Mark Newell, Natalie Parker, Joey Duronio and Megan Morris pump up the team at the North Coast Athletic Conference championship. Courtesy of David Torres

Ladies take first in conference, Lords claim second
Kenyon women notch NCAC championship, beat Big Red for first time since 2008
JESS KUSHER
Before the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) swimming and diving championships
took place last Thursday through
Saturday, Head Coach Jess Book
’01 didn’t speak extensively to the
Ladies team about their chances
of winning it all — but he knew
the team had the potential to take
the crown.
The meet took place in Granville in Denison University’s
home pool, with teams competing for the title of NCAC champion. The Ladies succeeded and
took first place ahead of Denison for the first time since 2008,
while the Lords took second. On
both sides the Lords and Ladies
claimed pool and NCAC records
for their winning times.
“We’ve been moving this direction for several years now and
it was exciting to be in a position
to come away with the trophy,”
Book said. “We’re always trying to balance performance and
experience and both are highly valid and valuable things.”

Book walked away this Saturday
named NCAC women’s swimming coach of the year for the
first time since 2013.
Also earning NCAC honors
was first year Marysol Arce, who
won the NCAC women’s newcomer of the year award. She
took second place in the 200-yard
freestyle, 400-yard independent
medley and 1,650-yard freestyle.
In the 1,650-yard freestyle, Arce
would have notched a new pool
and NCAC record if not for Angela Newlon of Denison, who finished ahead of her with a time of
16:29.59.
Along with Arce, many other first years made a splash.
The first-year team of Hannah
Orbach-Mandel, Delaney Ambrosen, Abby Wilson and Esraa
Abdel Khalik won the 800-yard
freestyle relay in a pool- and
NCAC-record time of 7:26.31.
Also contributing to the Ladies’ success was Julia Wilson ’18,
who broke pool and NCAC records with her first-place finishes in the 200-yard and 100-yard
backstrokes.

Ryan Funk ’16, seen here at a previous meet, won the 400-yard medley
relay with Matthew Cooper ’18, Daniel Jurgens ’16 and Joey Duronio
’16. Photo by Jess Kusher

Over the past 16 years, the top two teams at the NCAC meet have been Denison (red) and Kenyon (purple);
2016 marks the first time the Ladies have beaten the Big Red since 2008. Graph by Cameron Messinides

In the diving realm, Brandon
Roman ’16, Ryder Sammons ’19,
Maria Zarka ’16 and Madeline
Carlson ’19 all earned points.
On the Lords’ side, Roman
took sixth and ninth and Sammons ninth and seventh on the
three- and one-meter boards,
respectively. Josh Yuen-Schat ’18
and Isaac Hager ’19 also dove at
the meet but did not continue
past the preliminary rounds.
For the Ladies, Carlson dove
in the finals, taking third in the
three-meter and fourth in the
one-meter event. Megan Remillard ’16 also dove in the preliminary events. Zarka took first in
the three-meter and one-meter
dives with scores of 488.40 and
493.25, and was named NCAC
women’s diver of the year for the
third year in a row.
Denison beat the Lords by

228 points (1942.5-1,714.5), but
Kenyon swimmers still claimed
many titles. David Perez ’18 won
the 1,650-yard freestyle while
Joey Duronio ’16 placed first in
the 100- and 200-yard freestyle
events. Joining Duronio in the
200-yard freestyle relay was Percy Gates ’16, Ryan Funk ’16 and
Austin Pu ’17, who together won
the event in a time of 1:20.61.
“We don’t make [performance] the only definition of
success for the team,” Book said.
“I’ve found repeatedly that these
swimmers, these teams, do best
when they’re competing from the
point of excitement and freedom
and not from the point of expectation and outcome.”
The teams have been training for many months now, and
strategy goes into planning for
both the conference and national

meets.
“We’re always trying to position ourselves to be the most
competitive team we can be,”
Book said. “The vast majority of
the team is fully ready and fully
shaved — ready to go — but there
is a small portion of the team for
whom this is a really exciting
stop on an even longer journey.”
For now, the swimmers will
continue training for Kenyon’s
last home meet, the Fast Chance
Invitational on Saturday. There,
athletes will work to qualify for
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division III
championships in Greensboro,
N.C. March 16-19. The Lords will
defend their NCAA win streak
for the fourth year running while
the Ladies may have a chance to
take the crown for the first time
since 2009.

